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Way of the World
Can you hear
The cry of the world
Since the birth of time
There is something and someone
Very far, who gives you the shivers
That's the way of the world
No matter how strong or mighty you are

Someone will give you a scare
And you will cry out
Into the world
Help me to get rid of this

The crucial thing is:
It happens to both of you
At the same time
You are planting fear
Into someone new

We are roaming in circles
On a rock we're calling home
Around and round the sun
We can't get away
No matter how fast we run

We are roaming in circles
On a rock we're calling home
Around and round the sun
We can't get away with it
No matter how long we run
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Stacked Visions
We're here - we stay
Stop killing them - go away
Shut your lie-hole and look around
Your life is and was a hell sound

Go deeper, deeper and see
Look deeper, deeper and be
Come closer, closer to the sea
Feel what it is like to be

What is there - what's in here
Never simple - never inferior
It shines from the smallest parts
Which are the biggest stars

I'm here - I stay
You're killing them - go away
Shut your lie-hole and look around
Your life is and was a hell sound

We're here to stay
You're killing us - go away
Shut your lie-hole and look around
Your life will be forever a hell sound

Who told you
It would be different
The amount doesn't matter - not even here
Quality is the key - complexity the highest gear

All together it is one
Simplified for the eye of none
You push me to the edge
But all you can do - was already done

I'm here - I stay
You're killing them - go away
Shut your lie-hole and look around
Your life is and was a hell sound

We're here to stay
You're killing us - go away
Shut your lie-hole and look around
Your life will be forever a hell sound
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The Dividing Line
A park in the sunset
Abandoned since years
Just like the town
A whole world disappears

No one is left to see
The storm clouds in the air
The leaves of an old tree
Whisper to beware

The memories descended
Into an ocean of spears
Locked away from light
And left alone in tears

Fragments of desire
Burn on the path of sorrow
Eaten by the fire
There is no tomorrow

A boy and a girl
Forever torn apart
A split for the eye
But never for the heart

The graveyard of desire
The spectacle of pleasure
Beside the church of fire
Burns an infernal treasure

The graveyard of desire
Sealed the body of time
Enchanted by the choir
We are the dividing line
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Endless Infinity
You give me endless infinity
That's the deal between you and me
You give me endless infinity
For in this room, dies the god of doom

You give me endless infinity
That's the deal between you and me
You give me endless infinity
For in this room, dies the god of doom

I hate to remember, that you lost your temper
And all what you said, was cold and dead
But you are a gambler
and now you remember, that you lost the bet
You're just a figure of our set

You went too far
And your words are bizarre
We're now in front of you
There is nothing you can do

You give me endless infinity
That's the deal between you and me
You give me endless infinity
For in this room, dies the god of doom

You give me endless infinity
That's the deal between you and me
You give me endless infinity
For in this room, dies the god of doom

You went too far
And your words are bizarre
We're now in front of you
There is nothing you can do

You give me endless infinity
That's the deal between you and me
You give me endless infinity
For in this room, dies the god of doom

All your selfish tries to catch us with lies
With a serpent hiss, you sent us into this
Your soul is so cruel, but you are just a fool
You thought that you could win, now crawl back in your tin

You went too far
And your words are bizarre
We're now in front of you
There is nothing you can do

You give me endless infinity
That's the deal between you and me
You give me endless infinity
For in this room, dies the god of doom

You give me endless infinity
That's the deal between you and me
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You give me endless infinity
For in this room, dies the god of doom

You went too far
And your words are bizarre
We're now in front of you
There is nothing you can do
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Dead Cities
Come with me to the lake at night
Let's jump into the water
As the stars give a different light
We can forget the slaughter

Embrace the night
Let us sink into the calmness
And we see in this different light
That all their monsters are harmless

When the bodies turn into one
And the form undresses its colors
The night fuses the undone
And the essence shines to others

We are helplessly going insane
As we dive into the abyss
They look at us with disdain
As we give their poison a miss

The dead city is falling apart
That's what we see in the sunlight
The boundless force of our dream
Is what we feel in the moonlight

The dead cities are crumbling to dust
That's what uncovers the sunlight
The boundless force of our dream
Is what grows in the moonlight
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Continuum
When the laughter fades
And the way itself dies
The time has come
No one will cry

A snapshot of the past
Is all what will last
And the sounds of pain
Will fill the air in vain

"Endless fun
Is all we want"
Said the child to a demon
And he revealed a continuum ride

But structures of our past
Are not going to last
Because when the time lays in ruins
All memories are transformed

And pain is a thrill
And fear is a thrill
All this while we kill
And we're never standing still
For as long as this lasts
There will be no future - there will be no past
For all that is in this eternal blast

What will it be like?
What will it feel like?

Pain is a thrill
And fear is a thrill
All this while we kill
Oh, we're never standing still
For as long as this lasts
There will be no future - there will be no past
For all that is in this eternal blast
In this eternal blast
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Beholder
In a vast cavern under the ground
A dead freak show can be found
Bound to repeat all the memories
They are lost in lifeless fantasies

The puppet master loves to lie
About the direction of the sky
An assortment of dreams that can't escape
Doesn't find the stairs out of his maze

They replay their actions like hungry wolves
Until the time itself dissolves
The nightmare ends for the eternal sleeper
And the darkness screams for the evil keeper

(He says:) They're calling my name
They're calling my name
I am the only one to blame

Truth breaks cover
The mind gets sober
We passed the solution, over and over
Don't ask for help
Don't ask for affection
He sends you in the wrong direction

Truth breaks cover
The mind gets sober
We passed the solution, over and over
Don't ask for help
Don't ask for affection
He sends you in the wrong direction
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Ghosts of the Past
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Supersonic Snakebite
The rain of the day
Yet didn't dry away

We're so fast, we can fly
We don't care if they die

As our speed increases
Yet another life deceases

We are greater than sound
Life stands in the background

There's no time anymore
For a goodbye in our war

We perform with our might
A supersonic snakebite

We don't want to comply
And we don't care if you die

Your money likes us the best
We hate your requests

We didn't brake to this day
You better get out of our way

We take off into your life
Our business is like a knife

We cut you out of this
We break you with the iron fist

You better do obey
Our business is our freeway

We take off into your life
Our business is like a knife

We perform with our might
A supersonic snakebite
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Star Child
Don't just sit and wait
While they change your world
Look into the sky
While they change your ground
Look into the ground
While they change your sky
They will never stop
so keep asking why

Don't just sit and wait
You are not alone
You look into the sky
Because its so
While they change your world
You are the ground
They need your voice
but you can't change its sound

I love you, but all is true around you
I love you, but all are blue around you
I love you, but all is true around you
I love you (I love you), but all are blue around you

They keep you helpless in the night
Their biggest fear is: that you fight
You are a star-child in this war
They don't know what you're here for

I love you, but all is true around you
I love you (I love you), but all are blue around you
I love you, but all is true around you
I love you, but all are blue around you

Don't just sit and wait
While they change your world
Look into the sky
While they change your ground
Look into the ground
While they change your sky
They will never stop
so keep asking why

Look into the dreams of the enemy
Nightmares are the only things you'll see
Reach out for hearts in this endless night
The war will end when you unite

I love you, but all is true around you
I love you, but all are blue around you
I love you, but all is true around you
I love you (I love you), but all are blue around you

Look into the dreams of the enemy
Nightmares are the only things you'll see
Reach out for hearts in this endless night
The war will end when we unite
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43rd Floor
43rd floor
In his room alone
He is scared
But this is home

43rd floor
He looks at his toys
Behind that door
Was again a noise

43rd floor
In the night
It's three o'clock
That's the time they fight

43rd floor
The toys are alive
They protected him
A puppet still holds the knife

43rd floor
His soul is sore
But nobody hurts him
Nevermore

43rd floor
What a tragic demis
Blood on the carpet
Encloses the flies

43rd floor
No sound at all
A bizarre still-life
With blood on the wall

43rd floor
In the seventh week
They gnaw the rests
Of a corpse's cheek

In the next room
Sit the remains
And the beasts
Are catching flames
A fire slowly
Burns the scene
It turns to dust
Forever unseen

The smoke creeps
Under the front door
And keeps the secret
Of the 43rd floor
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Full Contact
When it comes to a contact
Sooner or later
Will you answer it?
Will you play the trader?

Will you refuse to answer?
What can you say?
Will you refuse to speak,
And simply obey?

The intensity will grow
When you receive the call
Not to see means not to feel
Not to be at all

Go into this world
Leave it all behind
You are the king
Among the blind

There's more to be,
Than what you see
And even when you die
At least you've been free

Your place will always be here
Even when you're gone
Your seat will always be free
Just wait and see

Always in motion
Like it is a game
You are a creator
But what is your name?

You're one and a billion
So what can I say
All tries to contact you
Are leading astray

They suffered in silence
Still calling for help
But where can they find it
When you're playing the whelp

They came to the judgement
That they are alone
But who is to blame
When you don't answer your phone

Always in motion
Like it is a game
You are a creator
But what is your name?

You're one and a billion
So what can I say
All tries to contact you
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Are leading astray

When it comes to a contact
Sooner or later
Will you answer it?
Will you play the trader?

Will you refuse to answer?
What can you say?
Will you refuse to speak,
And simply obey?

There's more to be,
Than what you see
And even when you die
At least you've been free

Will you be strong enough
To change your life
When all is dead
Around your hive

||:4 Always in motion
Like it is a game
You are a creator
But what is your name?

You're one and a billion
So what can I say
All tries to contact you
Are leading astray
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